BOUNTY CAPMPAIGN DIVIDER TOKEN

World’s first token backed by MasterNodes & POS
Cryptocurrencies
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DIVIDER ICO BOUNTY CAMPAIGN
Total bounty allocated for this campaign will be 5% of the total Divider tokens sold.
Distribution of the awards will be initiated after the ending date of the bounty
campaign. The total reserved tokens shall be distributed proportionally the amount
of stakes.
Participants must create an account here https://www.dividertoken.com/login. All
proof must be submitted in your Bounty Campaign account.
All bountys will be cancelled when the Divider ICO does not reach its soft-cap.
This bounty campaign ends on October 1, 2019.
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TWITTER CAMPAIGN
Twitter Instructions:





Apply to join the campaign here: https://www.dividertoken.com/login
Follow our official Twitter Account : https://twitter.com/DividerToken
Your twitter account must have at least 200 real followers
Only one twitter account per person is allowed.

Rewards:




200-1999 real followers:
2000 and above:
Per Tweet about Divider:

5 stakes/week
10 stakes/week
5 stakes/tweet

Terms and conditions:







You must use our hashtag ( #DividerToken) or mention our twitter nick
https://twitter.com/ DividerToken
Follower count will be fixed when you sign up for bounty
Tweets to be in English.
Use 1 post per week for all your Twitter and Facebook tasks.
You have to retweet and like at least 5 posts per week from our Official
twitter account
You have to post at least 2 tweets per week about Divider. Max 1 tweet per
day. These Tweets must be submitted as proof in your Bounty Campaign
account here: https://www.dividertoken.com/login

Note: We check tweets and retweets manually, so please be patient.
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FACEBOOK CAMPAIGN
Facebook Instructions:



Apply to join the campaign here: https://www.dividertoken.com/login
Follow and Like the official Facebook page: www.facebook.com/DividerToken

Rewards:




200-1999 real followers:
2000 and above:
Per Facebook post about Divider:

5 stakes/week
10 stakes/week
5 stakes/post

Terms and conditions:







Only one Facebook account per person is allowed.
Users must have at least 200 friends
You have to like and share at least 5 posts per week from our official
Facebook page
Friends count will be fixed when you sign up for bounty
Posts must be in English, should be public and viewable.
You have to post at least 2 posts per week about Divider. Max 1 post per day.
These posts must be submitted as proof in your Bounty Campaign account
here: https://www.dividertoken.com/login

Note: We check posts, likes and shares manually, so please be patient.
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BLOG ARTICLE & VIDEO CAMPAIGN
Write a good article, review, or blog post about Divider in your words; Post that on
your website or blog.

Article writing instructions:








The article/review/blog post must have at least 500 words.
Your text must be original. Copy and stealing other contents bring to
disqualification.
The audience for the posted article must be crypto related or match a use for
Divider or promote the ICO to a suitable audience.
Website must have a genuine audience. New websites will not be accepted.
Article/review/blog post must contain link to the Divider website, Divider
telegram group and Divider official twitter.
Writers should familiarize themselves with the official whitepaper(s) to ensure
accurate depiction of Divider uses.
Max 3 entries will be accepted by 1 member

Rewards:
For Original article BIG {2000 words or more}

= 75 – 100 stakes

For Original article MEDIUM {1000-2000 wods}

= 50 – 75 stakes

For Original article SMALL {Below 1000 words}

= 25 – 50 stakes

Video instructions:
Describe Divider and it's features
Video must be in good resolution
Video must be minimum 2 minutes.
You can upload them on Youtube, Dailymotion or others.
You will receive rewards based on the quality and the audiance of Article/Video.
These articles/videos must be submitted as proof in your Bounty Campaign account
here: https://www.dividertoken.com/login
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BITCOINTALK SIGNATURE CAMPAIGN
Instructions:
We are looking for the active Bitcointalk users. All members need to post at least 15
posts a week until the end of ICO to be eligible for the reward

Rewards:
Junior Members

: 1 stakes per week

Members

: 2 stakes per week

Full Members

: 3 stakes per week

Senior Members

: 4 stakes per week

Legendary/Hero

: 6 stakes per week

1 stakes extra for avatar and personal text.

Terms and conditions:












Only for Junior members and above.
Make at least 15 posts each week during the week.
Posts in alternate cryptocurrencies section are required.
The posts should be spread for full week not for just 1-2 days otherwise your
stakes will be 0 for the week.
Posts in any bounty thread will not counted.
Spam is strictly prohibited. Users found spamming will be immediately and
permanently disqualified, reported to the moderators, and banned from any
other bounty campaign.
Posts in this thread will not count.
No negative Trust.
No multiple Signatures.
Posts in following Discussion Boards will not be counted:
Politics and Society, Off-topic, Archival, Auctions, Lending, Beginners and
help.




No Spam, Abuse or Insults.
Submit your Bitcointalk account as proof in your Bounty Campaign account
here: https://www.dividertoken.com/login
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TRANSLATION CAMPAIGN
We’re also looking for foreign language translations to help us spread the word
about Divider to other corners of the world.
We would especially love to hear from French, German, Russian, Spanish, Arabic,
Hindi and Dutch writers - but if you are fluent in another language, let us know. High
quality translations only!

Rewards:
Translate the ICO website and earn

: 2500 stakes

Translate the Divider Whitepaper and earn

: 6000 stakes

Translate one of our videos subtitles and earn

: 1000 stakes

Terms and conditions:











Translations need to be proper in grammar and vocabulary.
Translations must be original, no Google translate. If we will find that the text
is translated with the help of automated translation tools, translator will be
blacklisted, and no payments will be made.
We do not need any Single Post Dead Thread. If you failed to keep the
thread active and up to date, your reward can be reduced to 50% of the
actual payment or you could simply be disqualified.
If there will be a lot of mistakes in translation, translator will be blacklisted,
and no payments will be made.
Translator should create an ANN with the translation.
Translators are expected to remain engaged in discussion about Divider in
the thread specific to their language.
Translations have to be done professionally.
Submit your translation as proof in your Bounty Campaign account here:
https://www.dividertoken.com/login
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ARTWORK CAMPAIGN
Divider ICO is well designed and gives artists a lot of options to incorporate it into
other artworks. Divider project team will reward Experienced Designers and Artists
who create content about Divider and/or the Divider ICO project Crowdsale.

Rewards:


High Quality

: 1000 stakes



Good Quality

: 500 stakes



Normal Quality

: 200 stakes



Low Quality

: 0 stakes

Terms and conditions:






All artworks must be unique. Participants that will not produce one of a kind
pieces of art, will be disqualified and not receive any tokens.
All pieces of art are allowed (music, videos, pictures, objects, drawings etc.),
however they do need to project a positive image about Divider.
All the artworks will be checked and given ratings and payouts will be made
accordingly.
Any artwork that will project a negative image of Divider will result in
disqualification of a participant.
Any artwork produced can then be further shared and used as a marketing
tool by Divider.
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